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1. Putting Business at the Heart of Tech
SAP offers all the solutions customers need to bring operational
data (O-data) and experience data (X-data) together, intelligently.
Our goal is to provide a unified experience and connect processes
across SAP line-of-business solutions. We are doing it by delivering

a suite of intelligent applications with SAP S/4HANA as the digital
core, experience management (XM) leveraging our acquisition of
Qualtrics, and with the Business Technology Platform as the central
component connecting it all together to inject intelligence into
business processes.
Putting Business at the Heart of Tech

2. Calling All Developers!
We need your help with a research project we are working on to
gather data that can help us understand your needs, preferences,
and experiences better. As we plan for 2020, we want to stay
focused on what is important to you - what you do, what you need,
what you think. Your input will help us tailor new programs and
initiatives around you.
Take the Survey Today!

3. What a Year 2019 Has Been for the SAP Community
As this year draws to a close, Craig Cmehil reflects on his personal
highlights for SAP Community for 2019, talks about improvements,
and looks ahead to 2020.
What a Year 2019 Has Been for SAP Community

4. The 29 Seconds in 29 Days SAP Community Video Challenge
For this virtual event, the attendees are those invited to participate,
and those who will meet them on the virtual stage. This event is
non-contiguous, in that you are asked to submit a video of yourself
between now and, well, 29 days from when I posted this. You don't
need to schedule a meet.
Join the Video Challenge

5. Member of the Month - December
Raffael Herrmann sees the community as a really special place
where members share knowledge freely, and he does his part by
helping others unconditionally.
Read about Raffael Herrmann

6. Champions in Action
Get updates on the new SAP Champions and the role they play in
the SAP Community, namely helping others engage and build their
reputations within the community with new programs and
challenges throughout the year.
SAP Champions in Action

7. Featured Blog Contributors for October & November 2019
Recently, we began highlighting featured blog contributors on a
monthly basis. Find out who is being celebrated for their
outstanding work. You may have missed some of these blogs, so
be sure to take a look at Featured Contributors for
October and Featured Contributors for November.
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